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Abstract

In semantic and object�oriented data models� each class has one or more typing properties that
associate it to other classes� and carry type information about all instances of the class� We introduce
a new kind of property that we call instance�typing property� An instance�typing property associates
an instance of a class to another class� and carries type information about that particular instance
�and not about all instances of the class�� Instance�typing properties are important as they allow to
represent summary information about an instance� in addition to speci�c information�

In this paper� we study inheritance of properties from a class to an instance� using type informa�
tion about the class� as well as type information about the instance� This kind of inheritance� that
we call contextual instance�inheritance� provides us with the most speci�c type information about

�Research conducted while this author was visiting with the Institute of Computer Science� Foundation
for Research and Technology�Hellas�
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the instance� in a particular context� Intuitively� a context is a metaclass of interest with respect to
which this most speci�c information is determined�

We demonstrate that contextual instance�inheritance is a powerful conceptual modeling mech�

anism� capable of expressing valuable information about instances� We also provide a framework

in which derived instance�inherited properties can be represented and retrieved in the same way as

�usual� properties�

Keywords� instance�inheritance� type information� context� inference rules� conceptual modeling�

object�oriented modeling�

�� Introduction

In semantic and object�oriented data models ��� ��� ��� �	
� a class refers collectively to a

set of objects� called its instances� that are similar in some respect� For example� in Figure

�� Car factory is a class that refers collectively to all particular car factories� Each class has

one or more typing properties that associate it to other classes� and carry type information

about all instances of the class� For example� Car factory has the typing property produces

that associates it to the class Car� and expresses the type information that all car factories

produce cars�

In this paper� we introduce a new kind of property that we call instance�typing property�

An instance�typing property associates a particular instance of a class to another class� and

carries type information about that particular instance �and not about all instances of the

class� For example� in Figure �� the property produces of factory�� is an instance�typing

property� and carries the type information that all cars produced by factory�� are racing

cars�

Instance�typing properties are important as they allow to declare summary information

about an instance� in addition to speci�c information� Moreover� instance�typing properties

allow to express incomplete information� in the case where speci�c information about the

instance is missing� For example� a user may want to declare that all cars produced by

factory�� are racing cars� though he may not know the particular cars that factory��

produces�

In object�oriented systems� one can query about speci�c information carried by the

typing properties of a class� For example� one can query about the particular cars produced

by a given car factory� However� querying about summary information� such as the type of

cars produced by a given car factory is also important� as the user may be interested just

in the type of cars� and not in the particular cars produced by a factory�
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Figure �� Example for deriving categorical information

For example� refer to Figure �� where factory�� is instance of Convertible�sports�car

factory� and thus of Convertible�car factory� If we assume that the property produces

of Convertible�car factory specializes that of Car factory� then we can infer that all cars

produced by factory�� are convertible cars� Similarly� as factory�� is instance of Sports�car

factory� if we assume that the property produces of Sports�car factory specializes that of

Car factory� then we can infer that all cars produced by factory�� are sports cars�

Consider now the query �what are the types of cars produced by factory���� An easy

answer would be� Convertible car and Sports car� This answer� however� is ambiguous as we

do not know whether all cars produced by factory�� are both convertible and sports �i�e�

convertible�sports cars� or whether some are convertible and some are sports� We propose

to answer this query by giving the most speci�c type of cars produced by factory��� i�e�

convertible�sports cars� We refer to this most speci�c type of cars as the category of

cars produced by factory��� In our model� we express this information by deriving an

instance�typing property of factory�� with value Convertible�sports car �the intersection of

the classes Convertible car and Sports car� We call this property� the categorical property

inherited by factory�� from the property produces of Car factory�

For another example� refer again to Figure �� where factory�� has the instance�typing

property produces� giving the information that all cars it produces are racing cars� Obvi�

ously� the car category produced by factory�� is Convertible�racing car �the intersection of

the classes Convertible�sports car and Racing car� Therefore� the category of cars produced
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by factory�� is Convertible�racing car�

So far� we have implicitly assumed that the classes Car� Convertible car� Sports car�

Convertible�sports car� and Racing car are instances of the metaclass Vehicle type� There�

fore� the category Convertible�sports car produced by factory�� has been in fact derived

in the context of Vehicle type� and so has the category Convertible�racing car produced by

factory���

Obviously� if we change context� then we expect to derive di�erent categories for fac�

tory�� and factory��� For example� assume that we are now interested in instances of

the metaclass Basic�land�vehicle type� Additionally� assume that Car and Sports car are

instances of this metaclass� whereas Convertible car� Convertible�sports car� and Racing car

are not� In this case� we can derive that the category of cars produced by factory�� is Sports

car �and not Convertible�sports car� and the category of cars produced by factory�� is also

Sports car �and not Convertible�racing car�

Therefore� given a context� each instance� such as factory�� or factory��� inherits a

categorical property� We propose to collect all these inherited categorical properties in the

form of a property that we call inherited multi�categorical property� This is a novel concept

that allows retrieval of inherited categorical properties� in the same way as for �usual�

properties� An additional feature of an inherited multi�categorical property is that its value

provides summary information about the values of the inherited categorical properties to

which it refers�

Relating inherited categorical and multi�categorical properties �generally called�

instance�inherited properties to other properties may cause specialization of their value�

To our knowledge� no existing data model supports retrieval of inherited categorical prop�

erties in a context� or the concept of inherited multi�categorical property� Support for this

kind of retrieval is the main goal of our work�

Certain models� such as terminological languages ��� 	� ��� ��� �
 or F�logic ��
� do

support instance�inheritance� However� although terminological languages support instance

inheritance with value specialization� they do not support reference to a context or inherited

multi�categorical properties �see also subsection ���� As for F�logic� it supports default

instance�inheritance� a kind of inheritance that does not provide for value specialization or

for reference to a context �see also subsection ����

We would like to emphasize that our model can be implemented in any system supporting
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the speci�cation of deductive rules� such as ConceptBase ���
� or F�logic ��
�

In summary� the main contributions of this paper are�

�� A framework for the uniform retrieval of �usual�� as well as inherited categorical

properties�

�� Support for a special form of incomplete information� expressed through declared

instance�typing properties� as well as through inherited categorical properties�

The rest of the paper is organized as follows� Section � describes our view of real world

objects� Section � presents contextual subclass�inheritance� and Section � presents contex�

tual instance�inheritance� Section 	 de�nes specialization by restriction and demonstrates

how it can be used to di�erentiate between possible semantics of inheritance� Section �

de�nes the instance�inheritance relations� and demonstrates their use for deriving and re�

trieving categorical information� Section � introduces a set of inference rules for deriving

contextual categorical and multi�categorical information� and presents examples that il�

lustrate the use of these rules� Section � discusses related work� and Section � contains

concluding remarks and suggestions for further research�

The proofs of all propositions are given in Appendix A�

�� Our view of real world objects

Real world objects are distinguished with respect to their nature into individuals and arrows�

Individuals� An individual is a concrete or abstract object of independent existence� such

as the concrete object car��� or the abstract object Car�

Arrows� An arrow is a concrete or abstract property or binary relationship� from an

object o to an object o�� such as factory�� produces car��� or Car�factory produces

Car� The object o is called the from object of the arrow� and the object o� is called the

to object of the arrow� In contrast to individuals� arrows do not have an independent

existence� their existence presumes that of the from and to objects� The from object

of an arrow a is denoted by from�a and the to object by to�a� In the present work�

we consider only arrows whose from and to objects are individuals�

�We do not make the distinction between property and binary relationship� as our approach is common

to both� Thus� we use the term arrow to mean either a property or a binary relationship�



 	

The distinction of objects into individuals and arrows is based on their nature� Objects

are also distinguished with respect to their concreteness into tokens and classes� as follows�

Individual Tokens� An individual token is a concrete individual� e�g� car�� is an

individual token� whereas Car is not�

Individual Classes� We de�ne individual classes recursively as follows�

�i An individual L��class is an abstract individual that refers collectively to a set of

individual tokens� called its instances� For example� Car is an individual L��class� as

it refers collectively to individual tokens� such as car���

�ii An individual Li�class� where i � �� is an abstract individual that refers collectively

to a set of individual Li���classes� called its instances� For example� Vehicle type is

an individual L��class� as it refers collectively to L��classes� such as Car or Boat�

�iii An individual class is any individual Li�class� where i � �� and an individual

metaclass is any individual Li�class� where i � �� In the rest of the paper� whenever

there is no ambiguity� we use the terms class and metaclass to mean individual class

and individual metaclass� respectively�

Arrow Tokens� An arrow token is one of the following�

�i A concrete arrow� such as factory�� produces car���

�ii An abstract arrow a from an individual o to an individual class c� that refers

collectively to a set of concrete arrows going from o to instances of c� The arrow a is

called instance�typing arrow� and the concrete arrows are called categorical instances

�or c�instances of a� For example� factory�� produces Car is an instance�typing

arrow� as it refers collectively to the concrete arrows going from factory�� to instances

of Car� i�e� to the particular cars that factory�� produces�

Arrow classes� We de�ne arrow classes recursively as follows�

�i An arrow L��class is an abstract arrow a from an individual class c to an individual

class d that refers collectively to a set of arrow tokens whose from objects are instances

of c and whose to objects are instances of d� The arrow tokens are called the instances

of a� For example� Car�factory produces Car is an arrow L��class� and factory��

produces car�� is an instance of this class�



 


�ii An arrow Li�class� where i � �� is an abstract arrow a from an individual class

c to an individual class d that refers collectively to arrow Li���classes going from

instances of c to instances of d� These arrow Li���classes are called instances of

a� For example� Vehicle�factory�type produces Vehicle�type is an arrow L��class� and

Car�factory produces Car is an instance of this class�

�iii An arrow class is any arrow Li�class� where i � �� and an arrow metaclass is any

arrow Li�class� where i � ��
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Figure �� Examples of relations IN� cIN� and ISA

If an object o is instance of an individual �resp� arrow class c then we write IN�o� c�

In our model� an individual �resp� arrow can be instance of zero� one� or more individual

�resp� arrow classes� For example� in Figure ��a� the arrow token collects�� from art

collector�� to art object�� is instance of the arrow class collects from Art collector to Art

object�

The set of instances of an individual �resp� arrow class c is called the extension of c�

and it is denoted by EXT�c�

If a concrete arrow x is c�instance of an instance�typing arrow y then we write cIN�x� y�

For example� in Figure ��b� the arrow token collects�� from art collector�� to art object��

is c�instance of the instance�typing arrow collects from art collector�� to Art object� The

set of c�instances of y is called the categorical�extension �or c�extension of y�

We give now the de�nition of the specialization relation ISA for individual classes� as well

as for arrow classes� For individual classes� ISA is just set inclusion of the corresponding

extensions� while for arrow classes we must have set inclusion between the extensions of

the from and to objects� in addition to the inclusion between the extensions of the arrow

classes�
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De�nition ���� ISA relation

Case �� c and c� are individual classes�

We say that c is subclass of c�� denoted by ISA�c� c�� i� it holds that� for any individual x�

if IN�x� c then IN�x� c��

Case �� c and c� are arrow classes�

We say that c is subclass of c�� denoted by ISA�c� c�� i� it holds that

�i ISA�from�c� from�c�� �ii ISA�to�c� to�c�� and �iii for any arrow x� if IN�x� c then

IN�x� c��

In all other cases� ISA is unde�ned�

An individual �resp� arrow class can be subclass of zero� one� or more individual �resp�

arrow classes� �

For an example of ISA relation between arrow classes� refer to Figure ��c� The arrow

class collects from Painting collector to Painting is subclass of the arrow class collects from

Art collector to Art object �meaning that every painting collected by a painting collector is

an art object collected by an art collector� It follows that� if x is an instance of the arrow

collects of Painting collector� then x is also an instance of the arrow collects of Art collector�

It is easy to see that the ISA relation is re�exive and transitive� However� ISA is not

antisymmetric� We de�ne two individual or arrow classes c and c� to be equivalent i� both

ISA�c� c� and ISA�c�� c hold� So� the ISA relation de�nes a partial order over classes �up to

equivalence� In this paper� we shall talk about classes up to equivalence�

�� Subclass Inheritance

In this section we de�ne simple and contextual inheritance from a class to a subclass� In

the following sections� we relate these concepts to contextual instance�inheritance� Simple

inheritance has been introduced in earlier works ��� �
� and presented here to facilitate the

de�nition of contextual inheritance� Contextual inheritance extends simple inheritance�

forming the main concept of this section�

���� Simple Subclass Inheritance

Intuitively� subclass�inheritance means that every property of a class is inherited by its

subclasses� For example� the property produces of the class Car factory is inherited by its
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subclass Only�sports�car factory �see Figure ��a� However� car factories produce any kind

of car� whereas only�sports�car factories produce only sports cars� In other words� when

going from the class to the subclass� not only the from object of the property is specialized�

but also its to object� This motivates the following de�nition of subclass�inheritance�

De�nition ���� Inherited arrow

Let a� be an arrow class from a class c� to a class d�� and let c be a subclass of c�� Let E be

the set of arrows x such that IN�x� a� and IN�from�x� c� Let D�c� a� be the class whose

extension is the set of to objects of the arrows in E� We de�ne the arrow inherited by c

from a�� denoted by inh�c� a�� to be the arrow class from c to D�c� a� whose extension is

E� �

Car
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Car Car
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Figure �� �a Subclass�inheritance� �b Categorical instance�inheritance

As the to object of each arrow in E is instance of d�� it follows that D�c� a� is subclass of

d�� For an example of inherited arrow� refer to Figure ��a� where a� is the arrow produces

from Car factory to Car� and c is the class Only�sports�car factory� The extension of

inh�c� a� is the set of all instances of a� whose from objects are instances of c� In other

words� E is the set of arrows that go from only�sports�car factories to the cars they produce�

It follows that the extension of D�c� a� is the set of all cars produced by only�sports�car

factories� and therefore D�c� a� is subclass of Sports car�
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���� Contextual Subclass Inheritance

So far� we have ignored the fact that d� may be instance of some metaclass m �as in Figure

��a� Intuitively� such a metaclass can be thought of as a universe of discourse� in which we

talk about vehicle types� Now� although D�c� a� is subclass of d�� it may not be an instance

of m� In such a case� if we want to talk about D�c� a� in the universe of discourse m� then

we must designate one of the instances of m as a surrogate for D�c� a�� For example� in

Figure ��a� if D�c� a� is not an instance of m and Sports car is� then Sports car can be the

surrogate for D�c� a� in m�

In order for such a surrogate to make sense� it must �approximate� D�c� a� as closely

as possible� i�e� �i it must be a minimal superclass of D�c� a�� and �ii it must be unique�

To satisfy these requirements on the surrogate� we require that the instances of m form a

lower semi�lattice� We call cover� any surrogate that satis�es �i and �ii above� and we call

context any metaclass whose instances form a lower semi�lattice� More formally� we have

the following de�nitions�

De�nition ���� Meet class

Let c� c� be two individual classes� The meet of c and c�� denoted by meet�c� c�� is the

individual class de�ned by� EXT�meet�c� c� �EXT�c�EXT�c� �

Recall that we talk of classes up to equivalence� so EXT�meet�c� c� is su�cient in order

to de�ne the class meet�c� c�� Obviously� meet�c� c� is subclass of both c and c��

De�nition ���� Context

Let m be an individual metaclass� We say that m is a context i� it holds that� for any

classes c� c�� if IN�c�m� IN�c��m then IN�meet�c� c��m� �

It can be easily seen that� for any instances c and c� of m� meet�c� c� is the greatest

lower bound of c and c� with respect to ISA� Therefore� the instances of a context form a

lower semi�lattice with respect to ISA�

We call empty class� the individual class whose extension is the empty set� and we

call two instances inconsistent i� their meet is the empty class� Note that De�nition ���

allows for inconsistent classes to be instances of a context� However� if a context has two

inconsistent instances� then it must also have the empty class as instance�
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An example of context is the metaclass Article�subject type� whose instances are classes

of articles described by conjunctions of keywords� Indeed� if we consider any two instances of

this metaclass� for example the class Logic and the class Database � then their conjunction�

here Logic � Database� is also instance of the metaclass�

As a more abstract example of context� call Si the individual Li�class that refers col�

lectively to all individual Li���classes� for i � �� Obviously� Si is a context� as the meet of

any two individual Li���classes is also an individual Li���class�

De�nition ���� Cover

Let c be an individual class and let m be a context� The cover of c in m is the least

superclass of c in the semi�lattice of instances of m� if such a superclass exists� Otherwise�

the cover of c in m is unde�ned� �

Intuitively� the class c can be seen as a concept �which may not belong to the universe

of discourse m� and the cover of c in m as a concept of m that minimally generalizes c�

We are now ready to de�ne arrow inheritance in the context of a metaclass�

De�nition ���� Inherited arrow in a context

Let a� be an arrow class from a class c� to a class d�� such that d� is instance of a context m�

Let c be a subclass of c�� Let E be the set of arrows x such that IN�x� a� and IN�from�x� c�

Let D�c� a� be the class whose extension is the set of to objects of the arrows in E� and let

D�c� a��m be the cover of D�c� a� in m� We de�ne the arrow inherited by c from a� in m�

denoted by inh�c� a��m� to be the arrow class from c to D�c� a��m whose extension is E�

�

As m is a context� d� is instance of m� and D�c� a� is subclass d�� the cover of D�c� a� in

m exists� Therefore� D�c� a��m is instance of m� We will show next that D�c� a��m is also

subclass of d�� As both D�c� a��m and d� are instances of m� and m is a context� it follows

thatmeet�D�c� a��m� d� is instance ofm� Asmeet�D�c� a��m� d� is subclass of D�c� a��m�

it follows that D�c� a��m � meet�D�c� a��m� d�� Therefore� Isa�D�c� a��m� d� holds�

For an example� refer to Figure ��a� wherem is the context Vehicle type� and Sports�car

is instance of m� As not every sports�car is produced by a sports�car factory� D�c� a� is

strict subclass of Sports�car� If Sports�car happens to be the cover of D�c� a� in m� then

the to object of inh�c� a��m will be Sports�car� Obviously� Sports�car should be subclass of

Car�
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We would like to emphasize here that the important concept �introduced by De�nition

��	 is contextual subclass inheritance� expressed by the arrow inh�c� a��m� The de�nitions

ofD�c� a� and inh�c� a� have been introduced essentially in order to facilitate the de�nitions

of D�c� a��m and inh�c� a��m� respectively�

There is an interesting connection between contextual inheritance and individual meta�

classes� Indeed� assume that d� is an individual Li���class� for i � �� and let Si be the

individual Li�class that refers collectively to all individual Li���classes� As we have seen

earlier Si is a context� Let a
� be an arrow class from a class c� to d�� and let c be a subclass

of c�� Note that D�c� a� is instance of Si� thus the cover of D�c� a� in Si is D�c� a� itself�

In other words� D�c� a�� Si � D�c� a�� It follows that inh�c� a�� Si coincides with inh�c� a��

�� Instance Inheritance

In this section� we de�ne contextual categorical and multi�categorical inheritance� from an

instance to a class�

���� Contextual Categorical Inheritance

Let a� be an arrow L��class from a class c� to a class d� and let o be an instance of c� �as in

Figure ��b� In order to de�ne the categorical arrow inherited by o from a� in a context

m� we proceed in a similar manner as for subclass�inheritance in the previous section�

De�nition ���� Inherited categorical arrow

Let a� be an arrow L��class from a class c� to a class d�� Let object o be instance of c�� Let

E be the set of arrows x such that from�x � o and IN�x� a� holds� Let iD�o� a� be the

class whose extension is the set of to objects of the arrows in E� We de�ne the categorical

arrow �or c�arrow inherited by o from a�� denoted by iInh�o� a�� to be the instance�typing

arrow from o to iD�o� a� whose c�extension is E� �

As the to object of each arrow in E is instance of d�� it follows that iD�o� a� is subclass

of d�� For an example� refer to Figure ��b� where o is the individual token factory���

Then� iD�o� a� is the class whose extension is the set of all cars produced by factory���

and E is the set of all arrows from factory�� to instances of iD�o� a�� Thus� the inherited

c�arrow iInh�o� a� is the instance�typing arrow from factory�� to the class iD�o� a� whose

c�extension is E�
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We now extend the previous de�nition to the case where the to object of the inherited

c�arrow is instance of a context m� Assume that d� is an instance of a context m� where m

is a metaclass� In certain cases� we may like to view the to object of the c�arrow inherited

by c from a� as an instance of m� Therefore� we extend the previous de�nition of inherited

c�arrow� so that the to object of the inherited c�arrow is instance of m� To this end� we

augment iD�o� a� up to the �closest� instance of m� Obviously� this �closest� instance is

the cover of iD�o� a� in m�

De�nition ���� Inherited categorical arrow in a context

Let a�� c�� d�� E� and iD�o� a� be as in De�nition ���� Additionally� assume that d� is instance

of a context m� and that iD�o� a��m is the cover of iD�o� a� inm� We de�ne the categorical

arrow �or c�arrow inherited by o from a� inm� denoted by iInh�o� a��m� to be the instance�

typing arrow from o to iD�o� a��m whose c�extension is E� �

It holds that iD�o� a��m is instance of m� It also holds that iD�c� a��m is subclass of

d�� Continuing with the example of Figure ��b� assume that the cover of iD�o� a� in m

is Sports car� Then� the inherited c�arrow iInh�o� a��m is the instance�typing arrow from

factory�� to Sports car whose c�extension is E�

���� Contextual Multi�categorical Inheritance

Let a�� be an arrow L��class from a metaclass c�� to a metaclass �d�� �as in Figure �� such

that d�� is a context� Let c� be an instance of c��� For every instance o of c�� and for every

instance y of a��� there is a c�arrow iInh�o� y� d�� inherited by o from y in d��� We would

like to collect all such arrows iInh�o� y� d�� into a single arrow that we shall call inherited

m�arrow� Obviously� the from object of this arrow is the class c�� whereas the to object is

subclass of d��� Therefore� we de�ne the inherited m�arrow similarly to the inherited c�arrow

as follows�

De�nition ���� Inherited multi	categorical arrow

Let a�� be an arrow L��class from a metaclass c�� to a metaclass d��� such that d�� is a context�

Let the class c� be instance of c��� and let E be the set of inherited c�arrows iInh�o� y� d���

such that IN�o� c� and IN�y� a��� Let iD��c
�� a�� be the class whose extension is the set of

to objects of the arrows in E� We de�ne the multi�categorical arrow �or m�arrow inherited
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by c� from a��� denoted by iInh��c
�� a��� to be the arrow class from c� to iD��c

�� a�� whose

extension is E� �
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Figure �� Example of multi�categorical instance�inheritance

It holds that iD��c
�� a�� is subclass of d��� For an example of m�arrow� refer to Figure ��

and note that �i factory�� is instance of the classes Car factory� Boat factory� and Vehicle

factory� �ii the arrow y� is instance of a
��� and �iii the arrow y� is instance of a

��� Therefore�

the c�arrows inherited by factory�� from y� and y� in d��� are instances of iInh��c
�� a���

Assume now that d�� is instance of a context m�� where m� is a metaclass �such a context

is not shown in Figure �� In certain cases� we may like to view the to object of the m�arrow

inherited by c� from a�� as an instance of m�� Therefore� we extend the previous de�nition

of inherited m�arrow� so that the to object of the inherited m�arrow is instance of m��

De�nition ���� Inherited multi	categorical arrow in a context

Let a��� c��� d��� c�� E� and iD��c
�� a�� be as in De�nition ���� Additionally� assume that d��

is instance of a context m�� and that iD��c
�� a���m� is the cover of iD��c

�� a�� in m�� We

de�ne the multi�categorical arrow �or m�arrow inherited by c� from a�� in m�� denoted by

iInh��c
�� a���m�� to be the arrow class from c� to iD��c

�� a���m� whose extension is E� �

It holds that iD��c
�� a���m� is instance of m�� Additionally� it holds that iD��c

�� a���m�

is subclass of d���
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�� Specialization by Restriction

In this section� we review the RISA relation between arrow classes� The RISA relation is a

stronger form of ISA� and was �rst introduced in ��� �
�

Art
collector

Art
object

collector
Painting

collects

collects Painting

RISA

ISA

Art
collector

Art
object

Painting
collector
Painting

collects

collects

collects

Only

collector
painting

(a) (b)

Figure 	� Introducing the RISA relation

A class can be seen as a container of information common to its instances� and each

instance �inherits� a number of properties by class membership ���
� However� problems

may arise� as several different semantics are possible for the inherited properties� For

example� in Figure 	�a� an instance o of Painting collector inherits the property collects

of Painting collector by being an instance of this class� However� as o is also instance of

Art collector� it also inherits the property collects of Art collector� Therefore� o has two

inherited properties that may or may not coincide� This leads to two possible interpretations

of Painting collector�

Option �� A painting collector collects only paintings �this is the case where the two inher�

ited properties coincide�

Option �� A painting collector collects paintings� but also art objects other than paintings

�this is the case where the two inherited properties do not coincide�

Note that in Option �� the property collects of Painting collector �specializes� the property

collects of Art collector� �Specialization� here is interpreted as value restriction with respect

to collects of Art collector� and is expressed by the RISA relation�

De�nition ���� RISA relation

Let a� a� be two arrow classes� We say that a is a restriction subclass of a�� denoted by
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RISA�a� a�� i� the following hold�

�i ISA�a� a�� and

�ii for any arrow x� if IN�x� a� and IN�from�x� from�a then IN�x� a� �

The use of ISA and RISA can di�erentiate between possible class semantics� For an

example� refer to Figure 	�b� If we declare that collects of Only�painting collector is re�

striction subclass of collects of Art collector� then the semantics of Only�painting collector

will be as in Option � �i�e� an only�painting collector collects only paintings� On the other

hand� if we declare that collects of Painting collector is just subclass �and not restriction

subclass of collects of Art collector� then the semantics of Painting collector will be as in

Option ��

The RISA relation de�nes a partial order over classes �up to equivalence� and has been

studied extensively in ��� �
� As we shall see in Sections � and �� RISA is useful for relating

inherited c�arrows to other arrows�

The following proposition expresses that any arrow inherited from an arrow class a� in

a context m� is restriction subclass of a��

Proposition ���� Let a� be an arrow class such that to�a� is instance of a context m� and

let c be a subclass of from�a�� Then� RISA�inh�c� a��m� a� holds� �

For example� in Figure ��a� the inherited arrows inh�c� a� and inh�c� a��m are restric�

tion subclasses of a��

The following proposition expresses that if a and a� are two arrow L��classes such that

RISA�a� a� holds� then the c�arrows inherited by an object o from a and a�� in a context m�

coincide�

Proposition ���� Let a and a� be two arrow L��classes� and let m be a context such that

to�a and to�a� are instances of m� Let o be instance of from�a� If RISA�a� a� holds then

the arrows iInh�o� a�m and iInh�o� a��m coincide� �

The following proposition describes the e�ect of subclass�inheritance on instance�

inheritance�

Proposition ���� Let a� be an arrow L��class such that context to�a� is instance of a

context m� Let c� c� be two instances of from�a� such that c is subclass of c�� Then� the

arrows inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m� m and iInh��c� a

��m coincide� �



 �


�� Instance�Inheritance Relations

In this section� we introduce two new relations� the RES relation relates an instance�typing

arrow with an arrow L��class� and the RES� relation relates an arrow L��class with an arrow

L��class�
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(a) (b)
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Figure �� �a The RES relation� �b Interaction between the RES and RISA relations

We �rst present the RES relation that intuitively carries type information about an

instance of a class� Let a� be an arrow L��class and let w be an instance�typing arrow with

c�extension� say E� Roughly speaking� we say that w is instance restriction of a�� denoted

by RES�w� a�� if E is the set of all instances of a� with from object from�w� For example�

in Figure ��a� let a� be the arrow produces from Car�factory to Car� Let w be the instance�

typing arrow from factory�� to Sports car that refers collectively to the set of arrow tokens

from factory�� to the sports cars it produces� If all cars produced by factory�� are sports

cars then RES�w� a� holds� Thus� the relation RES�w� a� carries type information about

factory���

De�nition 
��� RES relation

Let w be an instance�typing arrow� and let a� be an arrow L��class� We say that w is

instance�restriction �or simply restriction of a�� denoted by RES�w� a�� i� the following

hold�

�i IN�from�w� from�a� and ISA�to�w� to�a��

�ii for any arrow x� if cIN�x�w then IN�x� a�� and

�iii for any arrow x� if IN�x� a� and from�x � from�w then cIN�x�w� �
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For example� in Figure ��a� the relation RES�w� a� implies that cIN�x�w holds�

Note that the de�nition of RES coincides with that of RISA if we replace cIN by IN in

�ii and �iii� IN by ISA in �i� and from�x � from�w by IN�from�x� from�w in �iii�

The following proposition shows the strong relation between the RES and RISA relations�

Proposition 
��� Let w be an instance�typing arrow� and let a� a� be two arrow L��classes�

If RES�w� a and RISA�a� a� hold then RES�w� a� holds� �

To illustrate Proposition ���� consider the example of Figure ��b� Let w be the instance�

typing arrow produces from factory�� to Racing car� The relation RES�w� a expresses that

all the sports cars produced by factory�� are racing cars� As RES�w� a and RISA�a� a��

it folllows that RES�w� a� holds� This expresses that all cars produced by factory�� are

racing cars� Thus� the RISA relation can be used to derive additional type information

about an instance�
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type
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Figure �� The RES� relation

We will now de�ne the RES� relation that resembles the RES relation� but it holds at

a higher abstraction level� Intuitively� the RES� relation enables retrieval of inherited c�

arrows� in a context� Let a� be an arrow L��class such that to�a� is a context� and let w be

an arrow L��class with extension� say E� Roughly speaking the relation RES��w� a
� holds�

if E is the set of c�arrows inherited by instances of from�w from instances of a�� in the

context of to�a�� Thus� retrieval of the c�arrows inherited by instances of from�w from

instances of a�� is enabled by simply querying for the instances of w�

De�nition 
��� RES� relation

Let w be an arrow L��class� and let a� be an arrow L��class such that to�a� is a context�
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We say that w is a contextual instance�restriction �or simply c�restriction of a�� denoted by

RES��w� a
�� i� the following hold�

�i IN�from�w� from�a� and ISA�to�w� to�a��

�ii for any arrow x� IN�x�w holds i�

�y such that IN�y� a�� IN�from�x� from�w� and x � iInh�from�x� y� to�a�� �

For example� in Figure ��� let RES��w� a
� hold� Then� we can say that in the context of

Vehicle type� every vehicle category produced by factory�� is instance of Sports�car type�

In particular� as y is instance of a�� and factory�� is instance of from�w� it follows that

the c�arrow inherited by factory�� from y in Vehicle type� is instance of w� Additionally�

if x is an arrow of factory�� which is instance of w then there is an instance y of a� such

that x is the c�arrow inherited by factory�� from y in the context to�a��

The following proposition expresses that any c�arrow inherited by an object from an

arrow L��class a
�� is restriction of a�� Additionally� any m�arrow inherited by a class from

an arrow L��class a
�� is c�restriction of a��

Proposition 
��� Let a� be an arrow class such that to�a� is instance of a context m� Let

o be instance of from�a�� Then� we have�

	i
 If a� is an arrow L��class then RES�iInh�o� a��m� a��

	ii
 If a� is an arrow L��class and to�a� is a context then RES��iInh��o� a
��m� a�� �

For example� in Figure �� the arrows iInh�o� y�� d
�� and iInh�o� y�� d

�� are restrictions

of y�� y�� respectively� Additionally� the arrow iInh��c
�� a�� is c�restriction of a���

	� Instance�Inheritance Inference Rules

The fragment of the real world represented in an information base is delimited by the needs

of the user and by his imperfect knowledge of the real world� The latter implies that not all

objects of interest are represented in the information base� We refer to the representation

of the real world in the information base as the model� Though a real world object and its

representation in the model are distinct� we will not di�erentiate between them in order to

simplify our presentation�

�In the already complicated �gure� we do not show the relations IN�from�y�� from�a��� and

IN�to�y�� to�a����
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We denote by In� the subset of the real world relation IN that is represented in the

model� It follows that if In�o� c holds then IN�o� c holds� whereas the converse is not

always true� Similarly� we denote by Isa� Risa� cIn� and Res� the subsets of the real world

relations ISA� RISA� cIN� and RES� respectively� that are represented in the model�

In this section� we present a number of inference rules� called iInh Rules� for deriv�

ing instance�inherited properties� as well as their relations to other properties based on

declared relations� We also present an inference rule� called meet Rule� expressing that if

an individual class c is subclass of two individual classes c� and c�� then c is subclass of

the meet of c� and c��� Through the iInh Rules and the meet Rule� the value domain of

the instance�inherited properties is specialized� We present two complex examples demon�

strating that these inference rules can give interesting schema derivations� The soundness of

these inference rules with respect to the de�nitions given in the paper are given in Appendix

B�

In the inference rules� we denote by I� A� X� IC� AC�� and AC�� the sets of individ�

uals� arrows� contexts� individual classes� arrow L��classes� and arrow L��classes whose to

object is a context� respectively� Additionally� we denote by Si� for i � �� the individual

metaclass that refers collectively to all individual Li���classes� Similarly� for uniformity rea�

sons� the objects iInh�o� a��m� iD�o� a��m� and the relation Res are sometimes denoted

by iInh��o� a
��m� iD��o� a

��m� and Res�� respectively�

iInh RULES

Rule �� � k � f	� 
g� a� � ACk � o � I � m � X �

In�o� from�a��� � In�to�a���m� � � iInhk�o� a
��m� � A � � iDk�o� a

��m� � IC �

from�iInhk�o� a
��m�� � o � to�iInhk�o� a

��m�� � iDk�o� a
��m�

Rule �� � k � f	� 
g� a� � ACk � o � I� m � X �

In�o� from�a��� � In�to�a���m� � Resk�iInhk�o� a
��m�� a��

Rule �� � a�� a� a
� � AC�� o � I� m � X�

Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a� � Risa�a� a�� � Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a��

� a�� a� a
� � AC�� o � I� m � X�

Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a�� � Risa�a� a�� � In�o� from�a�� � In�to�a��m� � Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a�
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Rule �� � k � f	� 
g� a� a� � ACk� o � I� m � X �

Resk�iInhk�o� a�m�� a�� � Isa�iDk�o� a�m�� to�a���

Rule �� � a� a� � AC�� w � A� o � I� m � X �

Res�iInh�o� a�m�� a�� � Res�w� a�� � from�w� � o � In�to�w��m� �	�

� Isa�iD�o� a�m�� to�w��

� a� a� � AC�� w � AC�� c � IC� m � X �

Res��iInh��c� a�m�� a�� � Res��w� a
�� � from�w� � c � In�to�w��m� �
�

� Isa�iD��c� a�m�� to�w��

Rule �� � a�� a�� a
� � AC�� o � I� m � X�

Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a�� � Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a�� � iInh�o� a��m� � iInh�o� a��m�

� a�� a�� a
� � AC�� c � IC� m � X �

Res��iInh��c� a��m�� a�� � Res��iInh��c� a��m�� a�� � iInh��c� a��m� � iInh��c� a��m�

Rule �� � w� y � AC�� a
� � AC��

Res��w� a
�� � In�y� a�� � In�o� from�y�� � In�o� from�w�� � In�iInh�o� y� to�a���� w�

Rule 	� � k � f	� 
g� a� � ACk � o � I � i � k

In�o� from�a��� � In�to�a��� Si� � iInhk�o� a
�� � iInhk�o� a

�� Si�

meet RULE

Rule �� � c� c�� c�� � IC� Isa�c� c�� � Isa�c� c��� � Isa�c�meet�c�� c����

In Figure �� we give a complex example that illustrates the use of the above inference

rules in deriving instance�inherited properties� and their relations to other properties�

The classOnly�car�factory type refers to all types of factories that produce only cars� The

class Only�sports�car�factory refers to all factories that produce only sport cars� The class

Convertible�sports�car�factory refers to all factories that produce only sport cars including

convertible�sports cars� The class Very�fast�sports�car�factory refers to all factories that

produce only sport cars including very�fast�sports cars� The class Racing�car�factory refers
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Figure �� A complex example demonstrating the inference rules

to all factories that produce only sport cars� and the only very�fast�sports cars that they

produce are racing cars�

Assume that the user has made the following declarations�

Declarations

�� The In and Isa declarations shown in the �gure� as well as� the following�

In�a�� a
�� In�from�a�� from�a�� In�to�a�� to�w��

In�a�� a
�� In�from�a�� from�a�� In�to�a�� to�w��

and In�a�� a
�� In�from�a�� from�a�� In�to�a�� to�w��

�� The individual L��class to�a
� is a context�

�� Res��w�� a
�� expressing that in the context of Car type� every car category produced

by an only�sports�car�factory is a sports�car type �i�e� instance of Sports�car type�

Additionally� it expresses that w� refers collectively to the c�arrows inherited by in�
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stances of c from instances of a�� in the context of Car type�

�� Risa�a�� a�� expressing that every very�fast�sports car produced by a racing�car�

factory is a racing car�

	� Res�w�� a�� expressing that every convertible�sports car produced by factory�� has

four doors�

Using the iInh Rules and the above declarations� we can now obtain the following

derived relations�

Derived Relations

�� The arrow iInh�o� a�� to�a
� is de�ned and it holds that Isa�iD�o� a�� to�a

�� to�w��

This expresses that the category of convertible�sports cars produced by factory�� is

subclass of Four�door�convertible�sports car� In other words� all the convertible�sports

cars produced by factory�� have four doors�

�� The arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
� and iInh�o� a�� to�a

� coincide� Additionally� it holds

that Isa�iD�o� x� to�a�� to�a�� for x � a�� a�� These derived relations express that

the categories of very�fast�sports cars and racing cars produced by factory�� are

the same in the context Car type� Additionally� this common category is subclass of

Racing car� Therefore� all the very fast sports cars produced by factory�� are racing

cars�

�� The arrow iInh��c� a
� is de�ned and it holds that Isa�iD��c� a

�� to�w�� This derived

relation expresses that the class referring collectively to the car categories produced

by an only�sports�car factory is subclass of Sports�car type� In other words� each car

type produced by an only�sports�car factory is a sports�car type�

�� The arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
�� iInh�o� a�� to�a

�� and iInh�o� a�� to�a
� are instances��

of the arrow iInh��c� a
� and the arrow w��

We will also now demonstrate the application of the iInh Rules to the Example of

Figure �� We will show that using the iInh Rules� we can derive useful type information

about factory��� Assume that the arrows produces of Convertible�car factory� and produces

�These derived In relations are not shown in Figure �� in order not to further complicate the �gure�
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of Sports�car factory are restriction subclasses of the arrow produces of Car factory� That

is� the relations Risa�a�� a
� and Risa�a�� a

� hold� These relations express that every car

produced by a convertible�car factory is a convertible�car� and that every car produced by

a sports�car factory is a sports�car� Additionally� assume that the instance�typing arrow

produces of factory�� is restriction of the arrow produces of Car factory� That is� the

relation Res�w� a� holds� This relation expresses that every car produced by factory�� is

a racing car� Assume that all individual classes whose name �nishes in �car� are instances

of Vehicle type �denoted by m�

From iInh Rule �� it is derived that iInh�o� a��m� is restriction of a�� Additionally� from

the declared relations Risa�a�� a
� and Risa�a�� a

�� and from iInh Rule �� it is derived that

iInh�o� a��m is restriction of a� and a�� From these derived Res relations and iInh Rule

�� it is derived that iD�o� a��m is subclass of Convertible�car and Sports�car� dditionally�

from the declared relation Res�w� a� and iInh Rule 	� it is derived that iD�o� a��m is

subclass of Racing�car� Assume that Convertible�racing car is the meet of Convertible�

car and Sports�car� From the derived Isa relations and meet Rule �� it is derived that

iD�o� a��m is subclass of Convertible�racing car� This expresses that every car produced

by factory�� is a convertible�racing car�


� Related Work

The form of instance�inheritance supported by our data model is monotonic� in the sense

that any new declaration can only specialize the value of an instance�inherited property�

but cannot �override� that property� Monotonic instance�inheritance is supported by ter�

minological languages ��� 	� ��� ��� �
 and by several deductive object�oriented models�

such as DOT ���� ��
� and QUIXOTE ���� ��
� In contrast� several systems� such as

��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��
� support non�monotonic instance�inheritance� where the value of an

instance�inherited property can be overridden over subclasses� or over particular instances�

In this section� we brie�y compare our approach to instance�inheritance to those mentioned

above� In our comparison� we use the example of Figure �� where we assume that �i the

arrows produces of Convertible�car factory and Sports�car factory are related to the arrow

produces of Car factory by Risa� and �ii the instance�typing arrow produces of factory��

�This inherited c�arrow is not shown in Figure ��
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is related to the arrow produces of Car factory by Res�

���� Terminological languages

Models based on terminological languages ��� 	� ��� ��� �
 support taxonomic representation

of concepts and objects� that correspond respectively to individual L��classes and individual

tokens� in our model� Both� concepts and objects� are described in terms of other concepts

and necessary and su�cient conditions on their properties� through a set of operators� An

object is instance of all the concepts it satis�es� Both� concepts and objects� are put into a

hierarchy where a concept is below the concepts it specializes� and an object is below the

concepts it satis�es� Concepts and objects inherit properties and property value constraints

from the concepts above in the hierarchy� Local and inherited property value constraints

are combined to determine the value of the property�

For example� in Figure �� the concept Car�factory is described as 	ALL produces Car
�

meaning that an instance of Car�factory is an object whose all properties produces� have

values in Car�

The concept Sports�car�factory is described as �AND Car�factory �ALL produces Sports�

car� meaning that an instance of Sports�car�factory is an instance of Car�factory whose

all properties produces have values in Sports�car� Similarly� the concept Convertible�car

factory is described as �AND Car�factory �ALL produces Convertible�car� The con�

cept Convertible�sports�car�factory is described as �AND Convertible�car�factory Sports�car�

factory� The object factory�� is described as instance of Convertible�sports�car�factory�

and the object factory�� is described as instance of the concept �AND Convertible�sports�

car�factory �ALL produces Racing�car�

Terminological models� similarly to our model� will derive that all cars produced by

factory�� are convertible�sports cars� In other words� they will derive that factory�� is

also instance of the concept �ALL produces Convertible�sports�cars� Additionally� they will

derive that factory�� is also instance of the concept �ALL produces Convertible�racing�

cars� meaning that all cars produced by factory�� are convertible�racing cars� Thus�

�In our data model� the expression �all properties produces� means �all properties that are instances of

the property produces�� In terminological models� the fact that a property of an object is instance of a

property of a concept is implied by the use of the same name for both properties� We will see below that

this is a limitation� as� in contrast to our model� it does not allow for a property of an object to be instance

of two dinstinct properties with di�erent semantics�
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terminological models will give the same answer as our model to queries such as �what is

the category of cars produced by factory���

However� compared to our model� terminological models have certain limitations� For

example� if two concepts have each a property with the same name� then it is implied that

the two properties have the same semantics�� However� this may not give the desirable

results� For example� consider the arrow produces from Car�factory to Car� and the arrow

produces from Boat�factory to Boat� Additionally� assume that Car�boat�factory is the meet

of Car�factory and Boat�factory� In our model� the class Car�boat�factory inherits two

di�erent arrows� one from the arrow produces of Car�factory� and another from the arrow

produces of Boat�factory� This expresses that a car�boat factory can produce both cars

and boats �and not that a car�boat factory produces only objects that are both car and

boat� In contrast� terminological models will derive that Car�boat�factory is specialization

of 	ALL produces 	AND Car Boat

� meaning that a car�boat factory produces only objects

that are both car and boat �clearly� not the desirable result� Additionally� consider a car�

boat factory o with a property produces whose value is o�� Terminological models can only

express the case where o� is both car and boat� This case can also be expressed in our

model by declaring that a� is instance of both arrows� the arrow produces of Car�factory

and the arrow produces of Boat�factory� However� the case where o� is not a boat cannot be

expressed in terminological models� whereas it can be expressed in our model �by declaring

that a� is instance of the arrow produces of Car�factory� only�

In terminological models� the user can query about the most speci�c concept satis�ed

by the values of a property of a particular object� However� he cannot query about this

most speci�c concept� in the context of a metaclass� This is because� terminological models

do not support metaclasses� and therefore they cannot support concepts� such as context

and inherited m�arrow�

Additionally� in terminological models� there is no way to refer collectively to the asso�

ciations between objects of a concept and the most speci�c concept satis�ed by the values

of several properties of these objects� In contrast� this can be done in our model through

the Res� relation�

�In our model� this means that they are related through RISA to a common� more generic property �e�g��

the properties produces of Convertible car and Sports car of Figure � have the same semantics��
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���� DOT � QUIXOTE

The knowledge representation models DOT ���� ��
 and QUIXOTE ���
 describe prop�

erty values using the Isa relation� In these models� the In relation is not distinguished

from the Isa relation �for this reason� instead of the term subclass� we will use the term

specialization when we refer to DOT and QUIXOTE� For example� in Figure �� the In

relation should be replaced by Isa� The value of a property with label p of an object c is

denoted by c�p� Property inheritance is supported through the following inference rules��

�i if Isa�c� c� then Isa�c�p� c��p� and

�ii if Isa�c�p� d and Isa�c�p� d� then Isa�c�p� meet�fd� d�g�

Using these inference rules� it will be derived that factory���produces is specialization of

Convertible�sports car� and factory���produces is specialization of Convertible�racing car�

However� as the In and Isa relations are not distinguished� it is di�cult to �nd out if

Convertible�racing car corresponds to a particular car produced by factory��� or to cate�

gorical information� In addition� the limitations we mentioned for the terminological models

also apply to DOT and QUIXOTE�

���� Shared�value properties and default properties

In the literature� inheritance from a class to its instances has been considered in connection

with shared�value properties ��	� ��
 and default properties ��� ��� ��� �� ��� ��
�� A shared�

value property is a property with the same value for all instances of a class� Such a property

is associated with the class� and not with particular instances of the class� Then� particular

instances inherit the property from the class� For example� has�material is a shared�value

property of the class Copper pot with value Copper� This property is inherited by every

copper pot�

A default property� on the other hand� is a shared�value property of a class that can

be �overridden� over subclasses� or over particular instances of the class� For example�

we can say that the property has�material of Golden bracelet with value Gold is a default

�In fact� DOT supports only inference rule �i��
�In these models� default rules are attached to a class� and are used to compute property values for each

instance of the class� The default rules attached to a class are overridden by rules attached to subclasses or

instances of the class� A default property of a class can be seen as a special case of default rule� where the

computed property value is the same for all instances of the class�
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property� Indeed� the value Gold is overridden over certain subclasses of Bracelet� such

as ��K�Golden bracelet� where the value Gold becomes ��K�Gold� In our data model�

overriding takes place only through value specialization� However� in general� overriding

does not imply value specialization� For example� assume that the property classes in Figure

� are default properties� Then� the value of the property produces inherited by factory�� is

Racing car �and not Convertible�racing car� as in our data model� Additionally� in the case

of multiple specialization and multiple instantiation� inheritance of default properties may

cause ambiguities� For example� the value of the property produces inherited by factory��

is ambiguous� as neither of the classes Convertible�car factory and Sports�car factory is more

speci�c than the other�

Although� in this example� default property inheritance does not give the desirable

result� it is nevertheless useful in certain applications� For example� consider the class

Patient and its subclass Alcoholic� and assume that Patient has a property has�doctor with

value Physician� and that Alcoholic has a property has�doctor with value Psychologist� Note

that Psychologist is not subclass of Physician� as in general a psychologist is not a physician�

We woule like the property has�doctor of Alcoholic to �override� the property has�doctor of

Patient� In other words� we would like the value of the property inherited by an instance of

Alcoholic from the property has�doctor to be Psychologist� This can be achieved by default

property inheritance� while it cannot be achieved in our data model �as Psychologist is not

subclass of Physician�

�� Conclusions

In this paper� we have introduced the concept of instance�typing arrows with the objective

to model type information about particular class instances� Type properties of classes carry

type information about all instances of a class� In contrast� instance�typing properties carry

type information about particular instances�

We have presented a framework which provides support for inheritance of arrows from

a class to an instance� using type information about the class� as well as type information

about the instance� This kind of inheritance provides us with the most speci�c type infor�

mation about the instance� This information is expressed as the value of derived arrows

that we called inherited c�arrows�
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We have also introduced the concept of inherited m�arrows� An inherited m�arrow

refers collectively to a set of inherited c�arrows� thus allowing their retrieval in the same

way as for �usual� arrows� In addition� the value of an inherited m�arrow provides summary

information about the values of the inherited c�arrows to which it refers�

Both inherited c�arrows and inherited m�arrows� as well as their relations to other arrows�

are derived through a set of inference rules�

A novel characteristic of our approach is that inheritance takes place in a context�

The need to introduce a context comes from the fact that we would like the value of the

inherited arrow to be instance of a metaclass of interest� We are currently investigating a

broader notion of context in which the metaclass can be an arrow metaclass �and not just

an individual metaclass� Another line of research would be to generalize the concept of

categorical instance�inheritance from arrow L��classes to arrow meta�classes�
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APPENDIX A� Proofs of Propositions

Here� we give the proofs of all propositions�

Proposition �
� Let a� be an arrow class such that to�a�� is instance of a context m and let c be a

subclass of from�a��� Then� RISA�inh�c� a��m�� a�� holds�

Proof�

Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� inh�c� a��m��� Then� IN�x� a��� Therefore� it follows

that EXT�inh�c� a��m�� � EXT�a��� and ISA�D�c� a��� to�a���� As IN�to�a���m�� it follows that

ISA�D�c� a��m�� to�a���� As from�inh�c� a��m�� � c� to�inh�c� a��m�� � D�c� a��m�� it now follows

that ISA�inh�c� a��m�� a���

Additionally� let x be an arrow such that IN�x� a�� and IN�from�x�� c� then it holds

IN�x� inh�c� a��m��� It now follows that RISA�inh�c� a��m�� a��� � �

Proposition �
� Let a and a� be two arrow L��classes� and let m be a context such that to�a�

and to�a�� are instances of m� Let o be instance of from�a�� If RISA�a� a�� holds then the arrows

iInh�o� a�m� and iInh�o� a��m� coincide�

Proof�

To show that iInh�o� a�m� and iInh�o� a��m� coincide� it is enough to show that they have the same

c�extensions and the same to objects� Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a�m��� Then�

from Def� ��
� it follows that IN�x� a�� As Isa�a� a��� it follows that IN�x� a��� This implies that

cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m���

Conversely� let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� Then� it holds IN�x� a��� As

from�x� � o� it follows that from�x� is instance of from�a�� As Risa�a� a��� it follows that IN�x� a��

It now follows that cIN�x� iInh�o� a�m��� Therefore� iInh�o� a�m� and iInh�o� a��m� have the same c�

extension� From this� it follows that the classes iD�o� a� and iD�o� a�� coincide� Therefore� the classes

iD�o� a�m� and iD�o� a��m� coincide� We have thus proved that iInh�o� a�m� and iInh�o� a��m�

coincide� � �

Proposition �
� Let a� be an arrow L��class such that context to�a�� is instance of a con�

text m� Let c� c� be two instances of from�a�� such that c is subclass of c�� Then� the arrows

inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m� and iInh��c� a

��m� coincide� �

Proof�

Obviously� the arrows inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m� and iInh��c� a

��m� are specialized� Let x be an
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instance of inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m�� Then� x is also instance of iInh�c�� a��m�� Thus� there is y

such that IN�y� a�� and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a���� As from�x� is instance of c� it follows that x

is also instance of iInh��c� a
��m��

Let x be an instance of iInh��c� a
��m�� Then� from�x� is instance of c� and thus� from�x� is

instance of c�� Additionally� there is y such that IN�y� a�� and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a���� Thus� x

is also an instance of iInh��c
�� a��m�� As from�x� is instance of c� it follows that x is also instance

of inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m��

Therefore� the arrows inh�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m� and iInh��c� a

��m� have the same extension�

Obviously� D�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� and iD��c� a

�� coincide� However� D�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m� is the

cover of D�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� in m and iD��c� a

��m� is the cover of iD��c� a
�� in m� Therefore� the

classes D�c� iInh��c
�� a��m�� m� and iD��c� a

��m� coincide� � �

Proposition �
� Let w be an instance�typing arrow� and let a� a� be two arrow L��classes� If

RES�w� a� and RISA�a� a�� hold then RES�w� a�� holds�

Proof�

Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x�w�� Then� from Def� �	� it follows that IN�x� a�� As ISA�a� a���

it follows that IN�x� a���

Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� a�� and from�x� � from�w�� As RISA�a� a��� it follows that

IN�x� a�� Fom Def� �	� it now follows that cIN�x�w�� Therefore� it holds RES�w� a��� � �

Proposition �
� Let a� be an arrow class such that to�a�� is instance of a context m� Let o be

instance of from�a��� Then� we have�

�i� If a� is an arrow L��class then RES�iInh�o� a��m�� a�� holds�

�ii� If a� is an arrow L��class such that to�a�� is a context then RES��iInh��o� a
��m�� a�� holds�

Proof�

�i� Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� It follows from Def� ��
 that IN�x� a��� Let x

be an arrow such that IN�x� a�� and from�x� � o� It follows from Def� ��
 that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m���

Therefore� it holds RES�iInh�o� a��m�� a���

�ii� �Condition �i� of Def� �
� From assumptions� it holds that o is instance of from�a��� Addition�

ally� it holds that the class iD��o� a
��m� is subclass of to�a���

�Condition �ii� of Def� �
� Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� iInh��o� a
��m��� It follows from Def�

��� that there is an arrow y such that IN�y� a�� and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a����

Let x be an arrow such that IN�from�x�� o�� Additionally� let y be an arrow such that IN�y� a���

and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a���� It follows from Def� ��� that IN�x� iInh��o� a
��m���

Therefore� it holds RES��iInh�o� a
��m�� a��� � �
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APPENDIX B� Soundness of Inference Rules

Here� we prove the soundness of the inference rules presented in section ��

iInh Rule �

Directly from Def� ��
 and Def� ���� �

iInh Rule �

Directly from Proposition �
� �

iInh Rule �

First rule�

Directly from Proposition �	�

Second rule�

Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� As Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a��� it follows from Def�

�	 that IN�x� a��� As from�x� � o and In�o� from�a��� it follows that IN�from�x�� from�a��� As

Risa�a� a��� it follows that IN�x� a��

Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� a� and Isa�from�x�� o�� As Isa�a� a��� it follows that IN�x� a���

As Res�Inh�o� a��m�� a��� it follows that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m���

We have shown that if x is an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m�� then IN�x� a�� Thus�

Isa�iD�o� a��� to�a��� As In�to�a��m�� it follows that Isa�iD�o� a��m�� to�a���

Therefore� it holds Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a�� �

iInh Rule �

Directly from Def� �	 and Def� �
� �

iInh Rule �

First rule�

Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� As Res�Inh�o� a��m�� a��� it follows from

Def� �	 that IN�x� a��� As from�x� � o� it follows that from�x� � from�w�� As Res�w� a���

it follows that cIN�x�w�� From this� it follows that IN�to�x�� to�w��� Therefore� it follows that

ISA�iD�o� a��� to�w��� As In�to�w��m�� it follows that Isa�iD�o� a��m�� to�w���

Second rule�

Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� iInh��c� a��m��� As Res��Inh��c� a��m�� a��� it follows from Def�

�
 that there is an arrow y such that IN�y� a�� and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a���� As from�w� � c�

it follows that IN�from�x�� from�w��� As Res��w� a
��� it follows from Def� �
 that IN�x�w�� From

this� it follows that ISA�iD��c� a��� to�w��� As In�to�w��m�� it follows that Isa�iD�o� a��m�� to�w���
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�

iInh Rule �

First rule�

Let x be an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� As Res�Inh�o� a��m�� a��� it follows from

Def� �	 that IN�x� a��� As from�x� � o and Res�iInh�o� a��m�� a��� it follows from Def�

�	 that cIn�x� iInh�o� a��m��� Similarly� if x is an arrow such that cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m�� then

cIN�x� iInh�o� a��m��� Thus� iInh�o� a��m� and iInh�o� a��m� have the same c�extension� From this�

it is derived that iD�o� a��m� and iD�o� a��m� coincide� Therefore� iInh�o� a��m� and iInh�o� a��m�

coincide�

Second rule�

Let x be an arrow such that IN�x� iInh��c� a��m��� As Res��iInh��c� a��m�� a��� it follows from Def�

�
 that there is an arrow y such that IN�y� a�� and x � iInh�from�x�� y� to�a���� As IN�from�x�� c�

and Res��iInh��c� a��m�� a��� it follows from Def� �
 that IN�x� iInh��c� a��m��� Similarly� if x

is an arrow such that IN�x� iInh��c� a��m�� then IN�x� iInh��c� a��m��� Thus� iInh��c� a��m� and

iInh��c� a��m� have the same extension� Obviously� iD��c� a�� � iD��c� a��� However� iD��c� a��m�

is the cover of iD��c� a�� in m� and iD��c� a��m� is the cover of iD��c� a�� in m� Therefore�

iD��c� a��m� and iD��c� a��m� coincide� Thus� the arrows iInh��c� a��m� and iInh��c� a��m� coin�

cide� �

iInh Rule �

Directly from De�nition �
� �

iInh Rule 	

Case 	� k � 	�

Obviously� the arrows iInh�o� a�� and iInh�o� a�� Si� are de�ned and have the same extensions� As

iD�o� a�� is instance of Si� it follows that iD�o� a�� � iD�o� a�� Si�� Thus� iInh�o� a
�� � iInh�o� a�� Si��

�

Case 
� k � 
�

Obviously� the arrows iInh��o� a
�� and iInh��o� a

�� Si� are de�ned and have the same extensions�

As to�a�� is instance of Si� it follows that iD��o� a
�� is instance of Si� It now easily follows that

iD��o� a
�� � iD��o� a

�� Si�� Thus� iInh��o� a
�� � iInh��o� a

�� Si�� �
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APPENDIX C� Proofs of the Derived Relations of Section �

Here� we give the proofs of the derived relations concerning the example of Figure ��

Derived Relations

	� The arrow iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� is de�ned and it holds that Isa�iD�o� a�� to�a

���� to�w����

Proof� From the facts In�o� from�a���� and In�to�a��� to�a
���� it is derived through iInh

Rule 	 that the arrow iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� is de�ned� Additionally� it is derived through iInh

Rule 
 that Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a��� From this and the facts Res�w�� a��� from�w�� � o�

and In�to�a��� to�a
���� it is derived through iInh Rule � that Isa�iD�o� a�� to�a

���� to�w���� �


� The arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� and iInh�o� a�� to�a

��� coincide� Additionally� it holds that

Isa�iD�o� x� to�a���� to�a���� for x � a�� a��

Proof� From the facts In�o� from�a���� and In�to�a��� to�a
���� it is derived through iInh Rule

	 that the arrow iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� is de�ned� Additionally� it is derived through iInh Rule 


that Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a��� From this� and the facts Risa�a�� a�� and In�o� from�a����

it is derived through iInh Rule � that Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a���

From the facts In�o� from�a��� and In�to�a��� to�a
���� it is derived through iInh Rule 	

that the arrow iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� is de�ned� Additionally� it is derived through iInh Rule


 that Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a��� As Risa�a�� a��� it is derived from iInh Rule � that

Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a��� Similarly� it is derived that Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a

���� a��� Us�

ing the facts Res�iInh�o� x� to�a���� a��� for x � a�� a�� it is derived through iInh Rule

 that the arrows iInh�o� x� to�a���� for x � a�� a�� coincide� Additionally� from the fact

Res�iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� a��� it is derived through iInh Rule � that the to object of these ar�

rows is subclass of to�a��� �

�� The arrow iInh��c� a
�� is de�ned� and it holds that Isa�iD��c� a

��� to�w����

Proof� Let S� be the metaclass that refers collectively to all individual L��classes� From the

facts In�c� from�a���� and In�to�a��� S��� it is derived through iInh Rule 	 that the arrow

iInh��c� a
�� S��� is de�ned� It is derived through iInh Rule 
 that Res��iInh��c� a

�� S��� a
���

From the facts that Res��w�� a
��� from�w�� � c� and In�to�w��� S��� it is derived through

iInh Rule � that the class iD��c� a
�� S��� is subclass of to�w��� It is derived from iInh Rule

� that the arrows iInh��c� a
�� and iInh��c� a

�� S��� coincide� Therefore� the class iD��c� a
�� is

subclass of to�w��� �

�� The arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� iInh�o� a�� to�a

���� and iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� are instances of the

arrow iInh��c� a
�� and w��



 ��

Proof� It is derived through iInh Rule 
 that Res��iInh��c� a
�� S��� a

�� holds� As a�� a�� and

a� are instances of a
� and o is instance of the classes c� from�a��� from�a��� and from�a���

it is derived from iInh Rule � that the arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� iInh�o� a�� to�a

���� and

iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� are instances of the arrow iInh��c� a

�� S��� It is derived from iInhRule � that

the arrows iInh��c� a
�� and iInh��c� a

�� S�� coincide� Therefore� the arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
����

iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� and iInh�o� a�� to�a

��� are instances of the arrow iInh��c� a
���

It has now been declared that Res��w� a
�� holds� As a�� a�� and a� are instances of a

� and o is

instance of the classes c� from�a��� from�a��� and from�a��� it is derived from iInh Rule �

that the arrows iInh�o� a�� to�a
���� iInh�o� a�� to�a

���� and iInh�o� a�� to�a
��� are also instances

of the arrow w�� �
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